26 Jun 20
The Honorable John Henderson
Assistant Secretary of the Air Force
1670 Air Force Pentagon
Washington, D.C., 20330-1670

Subject: Letter of Support for United States Space Command Basing Nomination
Dear Secretary Henderson,
As a coalition of community organizations from business and education, we represent the interest of the
community as well as the current and future workforce on the Central Coast of California, including both
Santa Barbara and San Luis Obispo Counties.
We write to indicate our enthusiastic and unqualified support for the selection of Vandenberg AFB CA as
the permanent USSPACECOM Headquarters. The Central Coast is home to nearly 800,000 residents. Our
region exceeds the requirements of each basing selection criterion, not only now but boasting capacity
for significant future expansion of mission and industry, making Vandenberg AFB and the Central Coast
the premiere option.
Home to two world class universities, UC Santa Barbara and Cal Poly State University, the Central Coast
produces nearly 9,000 graduates in engineering and science each year.
UC Santa Barbara has a long history of working with the Vandenberg AFB. NASA research funding at UCSB
totaled approximately $9 million in 2018, DARPA projects for space optical communication for space
exploration. NASA funding currently supports 17 active projects that span a broad range of topics in
astrophysics and earth science.
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Cal Poly University has established industry partnerships with the Air Force Research Laboratory for $2.5
Million to Aerospace Engineering Department, as well as a formal Education Partnership Agreement with
the 30th Space Wing.
Cal Poly University also formed the first-ever Amazon Digital Transformation Hub, which has significant
space industry projects completed or underway: Small Satellite Design, Multi-Satellite Launch Capacities,
Secure Space Comms, Cloud-based Space Data Processing and Analysis, Secure Satellite C2, Space and
Cyber Workforce Development Programs.
Additionally, the region is supported by three community colleges, Allan Hancock, Cuesta College and
Santa Barbara City College, that are equipped to support workforce training and education needs.
The Central Coast also has robust high tech, software and advanced manufacturing ecosystem with
businesses that compete globally and already add to the mission at Vandenberg AFB. The region’s strong
nucleus of highly specialized manufacturing and tech firms has grown 37% over the last decade, with
massive potential to continue on that trajectory. Over the last decade the region has secured $660 million
in defense contracts with a strong backbone of aerospace and defense companies.
Finally, the Central Coast is deeply engaged in advocating to cultivate and attract the growing commercial
space industry. For example, the region recently created a formal partnership, via memorandum of
understanding, to advance commercial space commerce at Vandenberg AFB and the surrounding
community. Signatories include: CA Governor’s Office of Business and Economic Development, 30th
Space Wing, regional economic development organization REACH and Cal Poly University. The purpose
of this partnership is to organize priorities and secure infrastructure investment to advance Vandenberg
AFB as the Spaceport and Range of the Future.
We hope you will consider what Vandenberg AFB and the Central Coast represent, in terms of existing
capacity, but also for the Nation’s space mission long into the future. We look forward to working
together throughout the selection process to showcase our readiness, capacity and desire to support the
USSPACECOM mission and its people.

Sincerely,
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June 23, 2020
The Honorable John Henderson
Assistant Secretary of the Air Force
1670 Air Force Pentagon
Washington, D.C, 20330-1670
RE: Letter of Support for United States Space Command Basing Nomination
Dear Secretary Henderson:
As the Assemblymember for California’s 35th Assembly District, representing Vandenberg Air Force Base
(VAFB), I am pleased to write this letter in support of Vandenberg Air Force Base nomination as the base of
operations for US Space Command (USSPACECOM).
The Central Coast is home to nearly 800,000 residents. Our region exceeds the requirements of each basing
selection criterion, not only now but boasting capacity for significant future expansion of mission and
industry, making Vandenberg Air Force Base and the Central Coast the premiere option.
Vandenberg has proven itself to be an excellent launch site and the base’s command has been able to
attract private industry partners for launches as well. Additionally, bringing USSPACECOM to Vandenberg
would bring even more head-of-household jobs to the Central Coast and be a major boost to our local
economy. Leaders in government and private industry have already indicated their support for growing the
base’s launch capabilities and would be ready to support the new combatant command if it were housed at
Vandenberg. The 35th District enthusiastically supports the nomination of Vandenberg AFB to be the
USSPACECOM Headquarters.
Housing Space Command at Vandenberg Air Force Base would give the combatant command a strong
existing network of facilities, space capabilities, and personnel to forward the USSPACECOM mission of
national security in space. I appreciate your consideration and urge your support. If you have any questions,
please do not hesitate to contact me at either of my offices.
Sincerely,

Jordan Cunningham
Assemblyman, 35th District

June 25, 2020
The Honorable John Henderson
Assistant Secretary of the Air Force
1670 Air Force Pentagon
Washington, D.C., 20330-1670
Subject: Letter of Support for United States Space Command Basing Nomination
Dear Secretary Henderson,
I write to you requesting the selection of Vandenberg AFB in California as the permanent base for
USSPACECOM Headquarters.
I know that the Central Coast Region (area surrounding Vandenberg AFB CA) enthusiastically welcomes a
decision to permanently base the USSPACECOM Headquarters at Vandenberg AFB CA. The capacity and
synergy make it the perfect location.
The Central Coast is not alone in advocating for the selection of Vandenberg AFB; the Governor of
California also endorses this nomination. California is the National and global leader in Aerospace and
Defense technology, manufacturing and logistics with a long history of providing the critical infrastructure
the Department of Defense relies on to protect our national security (California Aerospace Industry
Economic Impact, AT Kearney).
It is in the interest of national security to develop California as a strategic asset in the national space
infrastructure portfolio, strengthening the western range, and cultivating California as critical partner for the
future of space innovation, technology, manufacturing and operations – the Nation’s competitiveness in the
domain of space depends on it.
Additionally, the industry superiority of California in aerospace and defense creates synergistic partnerships
for USSPACECOM HQ in California. California holds 19% of the global space market, holding leading
positions in space instrumentation, satellite services, manufacturing and engineering services. California is
home to the largest aerospace engineering talent pool in the nation with over 11,000 in the workforce, 2 of
the top 3 aerospace engineering programs in the nation, and housing three NASA Research Centers.
The basing of a 4-star headquarters for space in California is a strategically important element of continuing
California’s historical leadership as innovators and creators. We believe there is no better partner for the
future of space, from the industrial base, workforce and exploration to national security and commerce.
Selecting Vandenberg AFB as USSPACECOM HQ represents far more than the inherent benefit of the ideal
location for current and future needs; it also forges a critical link in a partnership with the State of California,
which has the industry and genius that will be needed to assure the United States into the future of space,
both for commerce and National security.

cafwd.org

Thank you for your consideration. We look forward to supporting the nomination and selection process in
any way we can.
Sincerely,

Dr. Micah Weinberg, CEO, CA FWD

cafwd.org
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June 16, 2020
The Honorable John Henderson
Assistant Secretary of the Air Force
1670 Air Force Pentagon
Washington, D.C, 20330-1670
Subject: Letter of Support for United States Space Command Basing Nomination
Dear Secretary Henderson,
As a coalition of community organizations from business and education, we represent the interest
of the community as well as the current and future workforce on the Central Coast of California,
including both Santa Barbara and San Luis Obispo Counties.
We write to indicate our enthusiastic and unqualified support for the selection of Vandenberg Air
Force Base CA as the permanent USSPACECOM Headquarters. The Central Coast is home to
nearly 800,000 residents. Our region exceeds the requirements of each basing selection criterion,
not only now but boasting capacity for significant future expansion of mission and industry,
making Vandenberg Air Force Base and the Central Coast the premiere option.
Home to two world class universities, UC Santa Barbara and Cal Poly State University, the
Central Coast produces nearly 9,000 graduates in engineering and science each year.
UC Santa Barbara has a long history of working with the Vandenberg Air Force Base. NASA
research funding at UCSB totaled approximately $9 million in 2018, DARPA projects for space
optical communication for space exploration. NASA funding currently supports 17 active
projects that span a broad range of topics in astrophysics and earth science.
Cal Poly University has established industry partnerships with the Air Force Research
Laboratory for $2.5 Million to Aerospace Engineering Department, as well as a formal
Education Partnership Agreement with the 30th Space Wing. Cal Poly University also formed
the first-ever Amazon Digital Transformation Hub, which has significant space industry projects
completed or underway: Small Satellite Design, Multi-Satellite Launch Capacities, Secure
Space Comms, Cloud-based Space Data Processing and Analysis, Secure Satellite C2, Space and
Cyber Workforce Development Programs.
Additionally, the region is supported by three community colleges, Allan Hancock, Cuesta
College and Santa Barbara City College, that are equipped to support workforce training and
education needs.
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The Central Coast also has robust high tech, software and advanced manufacturing ecosystem
with businesses that compete globally and already add to the mission at Vandenberg Air Force
Base. The region’s strong nucleus of highly specialized manufacturing and tech firms has grown
37% over the last decade, with massive potential to continue on that trajectory. Over the last
decade the region has secured $660 million in defense contracts with a strong backbone of
aerospace and defense companies.
Finally, the Central Coast is deeply engaged in advocating to cultivate and attract the growing
commercial space industry. For example, the region recently created a formal partnership, via
memorandum of understanding, to advance commercial space commerce at Vandenberg Air
Force Base and the surrounding community. Signatories include: CA Governor’s Office of
Business and Economic Development, 30th Space Wing, regional economic development
organization REACH and Cal Poly University. The purpose of this partnership is to organize
priorities and secure infrastructure investment to advance Vandenberg Air Force Base as the
Spaceport and Range of the Future.
We hope you will consider what Vandenberg and the Central Coast represent, in terms of
existing capacity, but also for the Nation’s space mission long into the future. We look forward
to working together throughout the selection process to showcase our readiness, capacity and
desire to support the USSPACECOM mission and its people.
Sincerely,

Jeffrey D. Armstrong
President

June 12, 2020
The Honorable John Henderson
Assistant Secretary of the Air Force
1670 Air Force Pentagon
Washington, D.C, 20330-1670
Subject: Letter of Support for United States Space Command Basing Nomination
Dear Secretary Henderson,
As a coalition of community organizations from business and education, we represent the interest
of the community as well as the current and future workforce on the Central Coast of California,
including both Santa Barbara and San Luis Obispo Counties.
We write to indicate our enthusiastic and unqualified support for the selection of Vandenberg Air
Force Base CA as the permanent USSPACECOM Headquarters. The Central Coast is home to
nearly 800,000 residents. Our region exceeds the requirements of each basing selection criterion,
not only now but boasting capacity for significant future expansion of mission and industry,
making Vandenberg Air Force Base and the Central Coast the premiere option.
Home to two world class universities, UC Santa Barbara and Cal Poly State University, the
Central Coast produces nearly 9,000 graduates in engineering and science each year.
UC Santa Barbara has a long history of working with the Vandenberg Air Force Base. NASA
research funding at UCSB totaled approximately $9 million in 2018, DARPA projects for space
optical communication for space exploration. NASA funding currently supports 17 active
projects that span a broad range of topics in astrophysics and earth science.
Cal Poly University has established industry partnerships with the Air Force Research
Laboratory for $2.5 Million to Aerospace Engineering Department, as well as a formal
Education Partnership Agreement with the 30th Space Wing. Cal Poly University also formed
the first-ever Amazon Digital Transformation Hub, which has significant space industry projects
completed or underway: Small Satellite Design, Multi-Satellite Launch Capacities, Secure
Space Comms, Cloud-based Space Data Processing and Analysis, Secure Satellite C2, Space and
Cyber Workforce Development Programs.
Additionally, the region is supported by three community colleges, Allan Hancock, Cuesta
College and Santa Barbara City College, that are equipped to support workforce training and
education needs.

The Central Coast also has robust high tech, software and advanced manufacturing ecosystem
with businesses that compete globally and already add to the mission at Vandenberg Air Force
Base. The region’s strong nucleus of highly specialized manufacturing and tech firms has
grown 37% over the last decade, with massive potential to continue on that trajectory. Over the
last decade the region has secured $660 million in defense contracts with a strong backbone of
aerospace and defense companies.
Finally, the Central Coast is deeply engaged in advocating to cultivate and attract the growing
commercial space industry. For example, the region recently created a formal partnership, via
memorandum of understanding, to advance commercial space commerce at Vandenberg Air
Force Base and the surrounding community. Signatories include: CA Governor’s Office of
Business and Economic Development, 30th Space Wing, regional economic development
organization REACH and Cal Poly University. The purpose of this partnership is to organize
priorities and secure infrastructure investment to advance Vandenberg Air Force Base as the
Spaceport and Range of the Future.
We hope you will consider what Vandenberg and the Central Coast represent, in terms of
existing capacity, but also for the Nation’s space mission long into the future. We look forward
to working together throughout the selection process to showcase our readiness, capacity and
desire to support the USSPACECOM mission and its people.
Sincerely,
Jill Stearns, Ph.D.
Superintendent/President
San Luis Obispo County
Community College District
Cuesta College
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June 4, 2020

SENT VIA EMAIL
The Honorable John Henderson
Assistant Secretary of the Air Force
1670 Air Force Pentagon
Washington, D.C, 20330-1670
Subject: United States Space Command Basing Nomination
Honorable Secretary Henderson:
I am writing in support of the Vandenberg Air Force Base nomination for hosting the headquarters for
the United States Space Command. Vandenberg Air Force Base is located at the geographic center
my County district, and it critically important to both the County and the Nation. After careful review
of the screening and evaluation criteria, we believe our community meets all minimum eligibility
requirements and would earn a competitive score when assessed against the evaluation criteria.
Local housing is available on and off base within the 25 mile range as well as quality childcare on
base and off base. Medical facilities are located on base and off base and include Lompoc Medical
Center and Community Health Centers of the Central Coast both available within a 10 mile range. In
addition, the Vandenberg Air Force Base is located on the gorgeous Central Coast next to state
preserves, historical parks and Santa Barbara County beaches. It is for these reasons and more, that
the City of Lompoc, Vandenberg Village and Mission Hills (Zip Code 93436), the closest
communities to Vandenberg Air Force Base, have an American Association of Retired Persons Public
Policy Institute livability index of 53.
I enthusiastically support this nomination for consideration to host the headquarters for the United
States Space Command.
Respectfully,

Santa Barbara County Supervisor, Third District
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Chief of Staff
jlitten@countyofsb.org
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District Representative
mdietenhofer@countyofsb.org

Gina Fischer
District Representative
gfischer@countyofsb.org

Alma Hernandez
District Representative
ahernandez@countyofsb.org

The Honorable John Henderson
Assistant Secretary of the Air Force
1670 Air Force Pentagon
Washington, D.C, 20330-1670

May 26, 2020

Subject: United States Space Command Basing Nomination
Dear Secretary Henderson,
On behalf of the Board of Visit Lompoc, LLC DBA “Explore Lompoc, I am submitting
our support for consideration for the City of Lompoc to host the headquarters for United States
Space Command. “Explore Lompoc” is the Tourism Business Improvement District that
represents the hotels and hoteliers in the City of Lompoc. As a tourism organization we
collaborate with industry partners to leverage marketing and bring visibility to our tourism
partners. Vandenberg Air Force Base is such an important and intricate part of our city’s tourism
draw as well as our corporate and government travel. Explore Lompoc is committed to
supporting Vandenberg Air Force Base, its mission and the wellbeing of its service men and
women. We appreciate your consideration.

Sincerely,

Gilda Cordova
President, Visit Lompoc, LLC

Visit Lompoc LLC DBA Explore Lompoc
111 South I Street, Lompoc, CA 93436
www.explorelompoc.com

